Why does wall mounted bike storage make sense?

1. Bicycles are light but they have big footprints and gobble up floor space quickly.
2. Space for bikes on the sales floor is very limited.
3. Every time a bike is moved it can get dinged or scraped.
4. Climbing up a ladder to unhook a bike opens the door for mischief with dropped bikes and injuries.
5. It easy for all employees to get bikes down safely, not just the big and strong.
6. Every month you are paying for open wall space that could be used for optimal storage. Your overhead empty walls suddenly become very valuable.

   • Every TiltNStore® Wall Mounted Bicycle Lift comes assembled and ready for immediate mounting.
   • It is simple to run a whole line of lifts along a wall, in fact you can run five lifts off of a single power supply.
   • All TiltNStore® Wall Mounted Bicycle Lifts do the same thing, they go up and down. They are simple, reliable and strong.
   • Because the bicycle lift is an 'electric appliance' not a 'building improvement', you will enjoy a nice tax break.
   • Every LiftNStore® Wall Mounted Bicycle Lift is made with pride in the United States of America.
   • Your satisfaction is guaranteed and we stand behind our lifts.

Why would you consider TiltNStore® Wall Mounted Bicycle Lifts?

1. You can use these in the backroom to easily increase your storage without a remodel.
2. You can open the floor space in your repair shop.
3. Show off your high end bikes by literally putting them above the rest.
4. Safe bike retrieval takes only moments. Getting the right bike, right now, is easy.
5. Store more assembled bikes so a customer can walk out the door with his new bike right now.
6. Keep your aisles open so customers can see and touch more bikes.
7. More space for high profit accessories and easy up selling.
8. Maintaining accurate inventory is fast and easy.
9. Wall mounted lifts are low voltage and mount directly onto your open wall space.